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New “President” and boy has he already been busy
destroying what is left of America!!!!
MANY MSM AGENTS (CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS) CALLING FOR THE
ARREST, DEPRROGRAMMING AND "RE-EDUCATION OF TRUMP
SUPPORTERS! Left-wing media calls for spy agencies to hunt down “white
terror” in America, turning nation into Stasi-style police state Biden orders
assessment of 'domestic violent extremism' threat--Confirms White House
moving with 'laser-light speed' to tackle 'unholy alliance' that includes
"religious extremists” But Antifa and BLM can rape steal kill and pillage all
with the governments approval!!!!
The Round Ups are Already Beginning: FBI post-digital billboards to help
find those involved in Capitol riots While Antifa and BLM can burn down,
loot and murder with impunity and suffer zero repercussions!!!!!
Liberal Media Completely Silent As ANTIFA And Black Lives Matter
Celebrate ‘Day One’ Of Biden-Harris Administration With Domestic Terror-Antifa in Seattle and Portland Smash Property, Oppose Biden! & Tell
Police: ‘We Are Ungovernable’
Biden to ‘Immediately’ Sends Congress a Bill That Would Offer Citizenship
to 11 Million Illegals
Biden Releases Illegal Alien Prisoners on America!!!
LET THERE BE BLOODSHED: Baby Butchers Biden And Fauci Team Up To
Revoke Policy Protecting The Unborn To Create Massive International US
Taxpayer-Funded Abortion Scheme
Biden was sworn in as Vice President under Obama on Washington, D.C.,
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upside down crosses clearly seen!!!
Insane Lady GaGa Inauguration Hunger Games Comparison—They Are
Telling You What They Are Planning!
+2+ 12,400 People in Israel Tested Positive for Coronavirus AFTER Being
Injected with the Experimental Pfizer COVID Shot!!!






















Listener/Hospital Nurse Comment: Shocking Testimony on the Covid Kill
Shot
Another Covid Vaccine Horror Story--Mike's Sister Took The Shot, And She
Is Now Bed Ridden!
Red Alert--Covid Test Warning--Morgellons Fibers Isolated!!!
Listener Comment and Picture: Are the Nasal Swab Tests Causing These
Horrific Black Blisters?
People Injured by the Covid Vaccine That Have Skin Peeling That Is Similar
To Reptiles Shedding Their Skin Like Snakes
Listener Comment: Some of my coworkers are calling out sick because of
vaccine reactions--The call outs started with the second dose.
Baseball legend Hank Aaron dies two weeks after receiving coronavirus
vaccine during publicity stunt
T.D. Fakes/Jakes Hosts Conversation with COVID-19 Vaccine
Scientists/Luciferians Dr. Anthony Fauci Among Featured “Experts” To Get
as many of his Flock (Especially Black People!!!) to Get the Kill Shot
TD Jakes Exposed!!!
Lest we forget: Obama Draws Praise From T.D. Jakes/Fakes & Many Other
Hirelings
Back in 2008: Soulforce To Bring ‘Gay Agenda’ To Six Mega-Churches The
Potter’s House (Which is T.D. Jakes Church) Was One of them
Report BIDEN GIVES UP ALREADY…JUST IN – President Biden now says
"there is nothing we can do to change the trajectory of the pandemic in
next several months
The Q Lies Just keep Pouring In--Many Still Falling for it Even After Trump
is Gone!!! But Will This Eventually Bring us to Gesara / Nesara ?
Previous Teachings by Scott Johnson on Q , The False Prophets of Trump,
Nesara / Gesara
The Q Lies Just Keep coming!!! Now Q is Saying: "Trump Will Be Sworn In
The 19th President of Restored Republic!" Lin Wood Interview -- Plus
NESARA / GESARA
+3+ Trump's True Traitorous Legacy - Zionists and Q Exposed Once Again
Deceiver Simon Parkes Update
Alex Jones Attacks Q but wants to act like he was not pushing essentially
the same Trump Train Psyop that Q was pushing for 4 years, and is hoping
you will forget the last 4 years of him pointing to Trump as our greatest
hope, while he let Trump off the hook over and over when he did overt evil
(especially in the last two years of his presidency)!!!! You can’t have it both
ways Jones!!!
Mike Adams Takes a Different Tact Than Alex Jones, Choosing to Defend
All Those Putting Out the Q Psyop Lies for the last 4 years!!!--So instead of
apologizing for deceiving his followers about Trump for the last 4 years,
Mike Adams essentially defends all the “Trust the Plan”, 5D Chess, Trump
lies put out by the CIA controlled Q promoters/pushers which have been




nothing more than a deceiving mouthpieces of Satan, which Adams claims:
“They all operated with good faith”
FALSE Trump Prophecies! Oops!! Mark Taylor - Paula White - Kenneth
Copeland - - Sid Roth - Q & so many more
Listener Comment: Pastor Dana Coverstone False Prophecies

++ List of Current Event Prayer Points:
++For the Lord Jesus Christ to expose & destroy “The Great Reset” agenda
worldwide designed to bring in the New World Order
++For the Lord Jesus Christ to expose & destroy the Covid-19 agenda worldwide
with all of its big brother agendas like forced mask wearing, DNA defiling
vaccinations with microchips and contract tracing & for God’s judgment &
destruction to be on the vaccine/medical cartels; & that Operation Warp Speed
would be annihilated, exposed and destroyed!!!!
++ Regarding the Body of Christ we pray for strength, endurance, courage, divine
providence & guidance, favor and the power to overcome all this wickedness that
is increasing by the day.
++For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle colliders
worldwide & the eradication of all D-Wave Quantum Computers, and for the
eradication of every wicked portal or doorway these devices (and all witchcraft
taking place in this universe) have opened, & all dark matter they have created
and for the reversal of every Mandela effect they have produced; and that every
devil, demon, evil entity or fallen angel that has entered through these portals, be
bound up and cast into the abyss, until which time they then be cast into the Lake
of Fire, and that no over evil entities can come to take their place!!!!
++Against the wicked plans of this wicked current American political
administration & for the fear of God to be upon both the democrats and
republicans, and if they will NOT repent of their wickedness that God would
hedge up their ways with thorns and have them total confusion, and that they
would turn on each other and devour one another; and against every level of
government that has by hijacked by wickedness
++Against the Chinese plans for taking over America
++Against groups like Black Lives Matter and Antifa who are working with the
Chinese and George Soros to kill as many Christians and righteous people as
possible, and bring in anarchy and ultimately get UN Troops on US streets.
++Against any incoming asteroids or meteors that might hit the earth that they
would be diverted to outer space
++For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun
confiscation situation developing in the US and elsewhere
++For Gods intervention regarding the coming food and water shortages & the
honey bee die-off worldwide
++Against all the UN troops already in America & elsewhere
++For Gods intervention regarding all the weather warfare to destroy crop yields
for 2020
++For Gods intervention regarding the wildfires caused by Directed Energy
Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding this to be destroyed

++For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians worldwide (especially
the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) Worldwide
++Against All Planned Pandemics
Plagues Worldwide
++Against the Exploding GMO
Weaponized Tick & Mosquito
Populations Everywhere
++Against The Illegal
Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider
Caravans Coming up through the US
southern border--For Stoppage and
Exposure of the Latin American,
Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th
Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded
in America
++Against (and for physical protection of
our families and animals) from the 5G &
6G radiation & the 42,000 Satellites
Being Launched Sending Intense
Microwave Radiation over Entire Earth
++For All Christians to wake up and
spread the gospel and push back
against all their freedoms being taken
away
++ Against the 501c3 Clergy Responses
Teams Being activated in America to
betray and destroy the Christians, and
that they would be exposed
++Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide
++Against all the witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in
more evil, death and destruction,
++Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation
++Against the plans & wickedness of high level politicians everywhere
++Against mandatory vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would
come out about them
++Against the wicked factions of Modern medicine & the pharmaceutical &
vaccine industry
++For the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth
++Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020
++Against the South African Genocide of Whites
++For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima Nuclear Radiation Contamination &
Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide
++Against the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide
++Against Further Vote Rigging in the Elections everywhere

++ For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and
Canada--For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false
flag events everywhere
++For the eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child
Sex trafficking networks worldwide
++Against LGBTQ movement and against the normalization of all child
molestation and sexualization of teens, children & babies--For the protection of
all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in all evil networks--For the
eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff
film sources and businesses
++For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade
++For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood centers
worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from their owners and
employees
++For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs, Nexrad Doppler
Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators
++Against all the wickedness being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon,
Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the
dominant streaming content producers
++Against any non-human entities that walk among, defile, exploit, murder or
infiltrate humanity
++Against the pop culture rock and rap music industry
++Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism
++Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families of the Illuminati
++For all the Satanic Ritual Abuse and MK Ultra mind control victims, that they be
delivered, saved and protected from the Satanic Agenda that has been
implemented against them.
++Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public schools.
++Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize, destroy
and purge any and all nanobots, nanoparticles, nanotech, microchips, implants or
Hydrogel in or on our bodies, and to destroy and purge any and all wicked
bacteria, viruses, candida and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate,
neutralize, destroy and purge any other wicked things the globalist elite have
gotten into our bodies.
2020 STRATEGIC WARFARE PRAYER!!!!
Father God in the name of Jesus Christ we nullify, dismantle, cancel and forcefully
oppose all satanic operations, maneuvers, manipulations, subversions, strategies,
tactics, plots, plans and ploys, which are designed to hinder, prevent, frustrate, foil,
deny or delay God’s original plans and purposes, from their quick, swift and speedy
manifestation taking place in their correct time and season. (Daniel 7:25) We rebuke
and dismantle all satanic alliances and confederations. Let every evil covert and
clandestine effort and endeavor fail. Cause the news media to be caught in their
lying and manipulation so that only the truth is manifested. (Nehemiah 4:7-8;
Esther 3:1-9:32; Job 5:12-14; Psalm 83:5; 2 Chronicles 20:35) 2. We decree that every
satanic strategy of inhibition, prohibition and limitation placed upon the Body of Christ

(by the dark side) shall not prevail. We declare all invisible and visible walls of
opposition, restriction and delay will be exposed and destroyed. (Colossians 1:16;
Joshua 6:1) Oh God confound the devices and evil plans of the enemy that they
have crafted, so that their hands are not able to perform their enterprise. Save
those that can be saved O’ Lord, but those that cannot be saved; overtake them in
their own crafty and devious ways; let them fall into their own pits they have dug for
the righteous, let the Fire of God devour them, let them turn on and consume one
another and have them in total confusion & derision. (Psalm 35:4; 50:3, 55:9; 70:2;
83:17; John 8:32). We loose the hosts of heaven to war against the hosts of
darkness and bring an end to all deceptive, secret and destructive measures
designed destroy all of God’s creation and defile the world. For this reason, was
the Son of God made manifest, that He would destroy the works of the enemy. (John
2:15-17; Acts 16:16-19; 1 John 3:8) We overrule all strategies, tactics and curses of the
enemy by the power of the Name of Jesus Christ and His shed Blood. (1 Timothy 1:1820) We overthrow spoken words, enchantments, divinations, spells, hexes, vexes,
curses, witchcraft prayers and every idle word spoken contrary to God’s original
plans and purposes according to Isaiah 54:17. We reverse the curses associated
with all these ceremonies, rituals, utterances and plans to bring about a chaotic bloody
revolution in America to usher in Martial Law and the New World Order. We decree and
declare that: Their plans shall be uncovered and shall not prevail; & their plans shall be
frustrated and unable to achieve any impact; & their threatening’s and violent verbal
dealings are returned to them one hundredfold. FATHER, WE HUMBLY ASK YOU TO:
Reveal every hidden agenda, plan and cover-up in the secret shadow government
regarding their attempts to manipulate end time events, leading to the destruction of
Your righteous seed. (Isaiah 44:25; 2 Timothy 3:8) Send divine, powerful angelic forces
against their diabolical plans to frustrate and expose them, so that they will be
dismantled. Dispatch legions of warring angels (and any other kinds of angel’s
necessary) to enforce Your perfect will on the United States of America and on all
the earth. (Joshua 5:13-14; Psalm 103:20-22; Colossians 2:14, 15; Ezekiel 9:9-11)
Release your divine strategies and revelation upon any righteous person in government
worldwide. Fill them with Your Holy Spirit and cause Your divine wisdom to come
upon them. (James 1:5) Cause them to be a holy trumpet shedding light upon the dark
hidden secrets of the wicked. Send a spirit of confusion amongst the camp of the
enemy. Let their tongues be divided; when they communicate let it be incoherent and
misunderstood. (1 Samuel 10:27) Arrest those that operate in the spirit of Jezebel
or Belial (and all other wicked spirits) and cause them to be caught in their own
lies and conspiracies. Let them not be able to resist the Spirit of Truth or gain
any ground in the natural or spiritual realm. Cause every spirit that is released
from their diabolical assignment to be cast into the abyss, until which time they
be cast into the lake of fire AND THAT NONE WOULD BE ABLE TO COME TO
TAEK THEIR PLACE.. (Psalm 110:1; 1 Kings 19:1-5; 21:1-16) Please cause these
prayers and all future prayers to take on the characteristics of divine projectiles in the
realm of the spirit, so that they hit the bull’s eye. (Psalm 57:4) Let the laws that govern
this prayer and all spiritual warfare strategies and tactics, be binding by the Word, the
Blood and by the Holy Spirit. (1 John 5:7) WE SEAL THIS PRAYER IN THE NAME OF
JESUS CHRIST AND THE BLOOD OF THE LAMB, AMEN!

PRAYER TO NEUTRALIZE OCCULT RITUALS
Beloved Holy Savior, Lord Jesus, you are the sacrifice, the Lamb that was slain
before the foundation of the earth, seated at the right hand of the Father. We
honor your sacrifice on the cross, your resurrection and transfiguration
volunteered for our salvation. We worship you, exalt you and magnify your name
above every name. You are sovereign, supreme over all. You are worthy. You
alone are worthy. We pledge our faith and love to serve you alone, forever. We
claim your Word: James 4:7: “Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist the
devil, and he will flee from you.” 2 Timothy 1:7: “For God hath not given us the
spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.” We come in the
authority given to us in Christ Jesus. We cover ourselves with the Blood of the
Lamb. We place a hedge of warring angels with flaming swords of fire around us
and our families continuously. We put on the whole armor of God. We lift our
shields of faith to interlock, standing foot to foot and shoulder to shoulder–a
solid wall that cannot be breached or penetrated. We resist and renounce Satan,
the god of this earth. We rise to war in the Spirit against witchcraft, occult
maneuvers and devices sent against Your Will and the Body of Christ. We ask
you to dispatch legions of your warring angels in full battle array, fiery swords
drawn to enforce our petitions and intercessory prayers. Rout your enemy on all
fronts. Turn their hatred, anger, accusations, conflict, arrogance and wicked
schemes upon themselves so that they become caught in their own snares and
fall into the pits that they intended for others. We nullify, dismantle, cancel and
oppose every satanic operation, scheme, maneuver and strategy. Cause secret plans,
agenda and motivation of the enemy to be revealed for everyone to see. We decree
and declare that what these evil people meant for evil, you will turn it around and use it
for the good of your people. We close every evil portal that has been opened. We break
every curse, hex, spell, vex, enchantment, decree spoken or unspoken sent against the
Body of Christ and your intercessors by every witch, warlock, Satanist, sorcerer, voodoo
priest, shaman, brujo, bruja, soothsayer, medium, coven and every minion of the devil
working iniquity; and send it back upon their own heads seven fold that they may repent
and turn from their evil ways. Lord Jesus, reveal your love to them. Show them the
truth about who they are serving, and their eternal destination if they continue in their
present path. Open their minds, eyes and ears to receive supernatural insight and
knowledge to understand the truth of the Gospel. Bring them to salvation. We seal this
prayer by the Blood of the Lamb and in the name of the LORD Jesus Christ. Amen.
This is a very powerful prayer against Witchcraft…with fasting even more
powerful.. This prayer can shut down Witches and Satanists forever.
Father, In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, we plead the precious
uncorruptable blood of Jesus over the Body of Christ, the innocent, ourselves,
our families and everything that belongs to us. We ask for giant warrior Angels
(or whatever kinds of angels are necessary) to be loosed from Heaven to
surround and protect us. As your war club and weapons of war we break down,
undamn, and blow up all walls of protection around all witches, warlocks,
wizards, satanists, and the like, and we break the power of all curses, hexes,
vexes, spells, charms, fetishes, psychic prayers, psychic thought, all witchcraft,

sorcery, magic, voodoo, all mind control, jinxes, potions, bewitchments, death,
destruction, sickness, pain, torment, physic power, psychic warfare, prayer
chains, and everything else being sent to the Body of Christ, the innocent, our
way or our family members way, and we return it and the demons, devils, evil
entities and fallen angels to the senders right now!, SEVENFOLD, and we BIND it
to them by the blood of Jesus Christ!
Father, we pray that these lost souls will find the light of your Son Jesus.. Their
own snares and traps have now been set against themselves.. In the name of
Jesus Christ of Nazareth we now loose them from all mind control of Satan!..
Father we also ask that you Bind the Holy Spirit to their hearts as a guide to your
Son Jesus.. So that they may be set free from the bondages of Satan.
In Jesus name we pray…Amen
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald
Reagan:

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth

violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years.
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage to
spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty, from
liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler
+1+ This is a very powerful prayer against Witchcraft…with fasting even more
powerful.. This prayer can shut down Witches and Satanists forever.
Father, In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, we plead the precious
uncorruptable blood of Jesus over the Body of Christ, the innocent, ourselves,
our families and everything that belongs to us. We ask for giant warrior Angels
(or whatever kinds of angels are necessary) to be loosed from Heaven to
surround and protect us. As your war club and weapons of war we break down,
undamn, and blow up all walls of protection around all witches, warlocks,
wizards, satanists, and the like, and we break the power of all curses, hexes,
vexes, spells, charms, fetishes, psychic prayers, psychic thought, all witchcraft,
sorcery, magic, voodoo, all mind control, jinxes, potions, bewitchments, death,
destruction, sickness, pain, torment, physic power, psychic warfare, prayer
chains, and everything else being sent to the Body of Christ, the innocent, our
way or our family members way, and we return it and the demons, devils, evil
entities and fallen angels to the senders right now!, SEVENFOLD, and we BIND it
to them by the blood of Jesus Christ!
Father, we pray that these lost souls will find the light of your Son Jesus.. Their
own snares and traps have now been set against themselves.. In the name of
Jesus Christ of Nazareth we now loose them from all mind control of Satan!..
Father we also ask that you Bind the Holy Spirit to their hearts as a guide to your
Son Jesus.. So that they may be set free from the bondages of Satan.
In Jesus name we pray…Amen
Current Events Headlines & Introducing Our Wonderful New “President” and boy
has he already been busy destroying what is left of America!!!!
Joe Biden's skin-crawling touching of little girls
Demon Possessed Pervert Joe Biden's Insane thoughts on his Hairy Legs,
Roaches and Children
WATCH: Biden Gropes His Own Wife on Stage; Jill Biden Peels Creepy Joe’s
Hands Off of Her at Rally
''Creepy'' Joe Biden Groping Women and Children
The Round Ups are Already Beginning: FBI post-digital billboards to help find
those involved in Capitol riots

Biden orders assessment of 'domestic violent extremism' threat--Confirms White
House moving with 'laser-light speed' to tackle 'unholy alliance' that includes
"religious extremists”
Biden Issues Barrage of 17 Executive Actions on Border, Climate, Immigration
&‘100 Day Masking Challenge’
Biden’s flurry of executive actions is mostly meant as backhand to Trump’s
supporters
Biden executive order says schools should include transgender boy athletes in
girls' sports
Biden's Appointment of Climate Change Czar, John Kerry, Will Usher In the True
Agenda of the Globalists
Biden Nominates Devil Witch Gretchen Whitmer for Assistant DNC Leader
The new normal!!!: Rachel Levine, vile, transgender, HEwoman, picked by Biden
as assistant HHS secretary
‘The Most Popular President Ever’ Is Getting DESTROYED By ‘Dislikes’ On
YouTube
It’s good to know the Nuclear Football is in Biden’s wicked hands!!!
THE WAR ON GAS POWERED CARS! Biden Administration Is Forcing Electric
Cars Down America's Throat
"White House" Now "Nursing Home" for "Joe Xi Den" - Governors recalling
National Guard from DC
‘Betrayed’: National Guard Booted From Capitol After ‘Inauguration’, Forced to
Sleep in Garages
Video: Creepy Compilation of World Leaders Promoting "Build Back Better"
Global Reset Mantra
Biden Signs Executive Order to Begin Testing COVID-19 Vaccine Passports
Simone Gold, who advocated hydroxychloroquine (NOT THE vaccine) as a
remedy for coronavirus, arrested in connection to Capitol “riot” Dr. Gold was
present with her megaphone to deliver a speech about the dangers and
ineffectiveness of Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccines…
Vaccine skeptics now being labeled part of “extremist” groups in latest merger of
Big Pharma and the police state government
New ‘Detention Camp’ Bill Gives NY Governor Power to Detain People Suspected
of Carrying a Contagious Disease (Like COVID)
Large Numbers Of Health Care And Frontline Workers Refusing Covid-19 Vaccine
| The Most Revolutionary Act
In 1917 Rudolf Steiner Foresaw a Vaccine that Would ‘Drive All Inclination Toward
Spirituality Out of People’s Souls’— Scientist Claimed to Have Done This 16
Years Ago
Home Run King Hank Aaron Dies of ‘Undisclosed Cause’ 18 Days After Receiving
Moderna Vaccine
Over 1,000 Experienced Adverse Events and Hundreds Sent to Emergency Room
After Getting COVID-19 Vaccines
Tip of the Iceberg? Thousands of COVID Vaccine Injuries and 13 U.S. Deaths
Reported in December Alone

24 Dead and 137 Infected in Nursing Home After COVID-19 Vaccination –
Previously, They Had ZERO Deaths from Covid
Norway Officials ‘Not Alarmed’ by Deaths of 23 Elderly People After COVID
Vaccine
Covid vaccines producing HORRIFIC side effects: Convulsions, paralysis, death
Woman Posts Video of Herself Convulsing After Getting the Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine
WARNING !! COVID-19 KILL GATES VACCINE INJURY, COULD THIS BE YOU ??
Indian Hospital Worker Dies Just 24 Hours After Receiving COVID-19 Vaccine
Covishield
Compilation of recent stories and videos covering covid vaccine injuries, side
effects and DEATHS
Rate of adverse events caused by coronavirus vaccines 50x higher than flu shots
Johns Hopkins Scientist: ‘A Medical Certainty’ Pfizer Vaccine Caused Death of
Florida Doctor
Another Woman Posts Video of Uncontrolled Convulsions After Receiving the
COVID-19 Vaccine
From: Patricia
Sent: Saturday, January 23, 2021
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Some of my coworkers are calling out sick because of vaccine reactions.
The call outs started with the second dose.
WHY IS THE FAA GROUNDING PILOTS AND AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS FOR
48 HOURS FOLLOWING VACCINES?
RNA ‘Vaccines’ Are GMO Implants, Not Vaccines (Summary & Story)
Eagle Scout Sues Merck, Alleges Gardasil HPV Vaccine Destroyed His Life
Seattle Fire to administer vaccine door to door
UNITED AIRLINES TO REQUIRE JAB FOR ALL EMPLOYEES?
France: Social Distancing ‘Dog Collars’ Deployed for Factory Workers
Occult Ritual Transformation and Coronavirus: How Mask Wearing, Hand
Washing, “Social Separation” and Lockdowns Are Age-Old Occult Rituals Being
Used to Initiate People Into a New Global Order
Vaccine Passport For RV Travel Coming Soon
China builds massive Covid-19 quarantine camp
The Vaccines Are Coming To Your Front Door, Literally! » Sons of Liberty Media
40% of L.A. firefighters decline to show up for coronavirus vaccine
Dr-David-Martin-Explains-Covid-Vaccines-are-not-Vaccines-are-Medical-Devicies
MD on Pandemic: We Are Reaching an Unthinkable ‘Level of Totalitarianism’
Trump Funded Gates’ GAVI Vaccine Alliance While Bragging About Cutting WHO
Funds
GOP Rep Supports $1400 Stimulus Checks — But ONLY If You Get COVID
Vaccine
NHS doctors instructed to postpone routine care and administer covid-19
vaccines instead
Important Information About The Scam Vaccine Dr. David Martin and Dr. Judy
Mikovitz Speak Out! The Shot is Designed to Get you Sick!!!!

Over 50,000 Restaurants In Italy Declare “I Am Open” Defying Lockdown
Measures
Ten Thousand Protesters Decry Covid-19 Curbs in Vienna, Face Counter-protest
Vaccine Injury Reporting Systems ‘Utterly Inadequate,’ Independent Researchers
Say
Why I Wear My Mask | Welcome to the Masquerade
Microsoft, Salesforce and Oracle back plan to develop a digital Covid vaccination
passport
Moderna CEO Says the World Will Have to Live With Covid ‘Forever’
Expert Virologist: COVID-19 Pandemic is ‘the Greatest Hoax Ever Perpretrated’
and Face Masks, Social Distancing and Lockdowns ‘Should All Stop Tomorrow’
HSBC THREATENS TO SEIZE AND TERMINATE ACCOUNTS FOR NOT WEARING
FACEMASKS
Disneyland converted into mass COVID-19 vaccination site
After crushing small businesses with weaponized covid lockdowns, Biden
promises that WHITE people will get NO help from the government (but minorities
will)
Total Tyranny: NJ Seizes 100% Of Gym’s Assets For Defying COVID Lockdown
Germany To Put COVID-Deniers In “Detention Camp”
Wisconsin Nursing Home Staff Laid Off for Refusing COVID-19 Vaccine + More
Gestapo Strikes Again! This time they came to our Church building
Canada: Quebec is Now Under the Equivalent of COVID ‘Martial Law’ – No One is
Allowed on the Streets 8pm to 5am
Stop HR 127 - Gun Licensing, Registration & Partial Ammo Ban
Defiance of virus dining bans grows as restaurants flounder
MANY MSM AGENTS (CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS) CALLING FOR THE ARREST,
DEPRROGRAMMING AND "RE-EDUCATION OF TRUMP SUPPORTERS! Left-wing
media calls for spy agencies to hunt down “white terror” in America, turning
nation into Stasi-style police state Biden orders assessment of 'domestic violent
extremism' threat--Confirms White House moving with 'laser-light speed' to tackle
'unholy alliance' that includes "religious extremists” But Antifa and BLM can rape
steal kill and pillage all with the governments approval!!!!
The issuing of the order on Biden's second full day along with the intent to
"accelerate" the initiative confirmed the disclosure Thursday by former Obama
CIA Director John Brennan, that -- amid calls by Democratic leaders to
"deprogram" and "reeducate" Trump supporters -- the Biden team was "moving
in laser-light fashion" to root out an "unholy alliance" that includes "religious
extremists" and libertarians.
Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., said in a Fox News interview on Wednesday that he
understood Biden to be referencing the entire opposition to Democrats on the
right: "If you read his speech and listen to it carefully, much of it is thinly veiled
innuendo, calling us white supremacists, calling us racists, calling us every name
in the book."
It became apparent during the White House press briefing Friday that the
administration doesn't have Antifa in mind when it comes to domestic terrorism.

In November, a member of the Democratic National Committee, David Atkins, said
on Twitter that "deprogramming" is needed for every one of the Americans who
voted for Trump on Nov. 3.
"No seriously ... how *do* you deprogram 75 million people? Where do you start?
Fox? Facebook?" he wrote on Twitter.
"We have to start thinking in terms of post-WWII Germany or Japan. Or the
failures of Reconstruction in the South."
WND reported that after casting Trump and his supporters as "white
supremacists" and "conspiracy theorists" for the past four years, the most
prominent member of the far-left "squad," Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y.,
said Friday it's time to pour more money into efforts to "deradicalize" and
"deprogram" that population.
One year ago, a campaign organizer for then-Democratic presidential candidate
Bernie Sanders said the country would need to "spend billions" on "reeducation"
of Trump supporters who have become "Nazified."
Play from 0:40 to 8:15:
https://cantcensortruth.com/watch?id=600cb07242993508da58bc9a
The Round Ups are Already Beginning: FBI post-digital billboards to help find
those involved in Capitol riots While Antifa and BLM can burn down, loot and
murder with impunity and suffer zero repercussions!!!!!
A listener said: Austin Broer said he drove by one -implemented already in
Florida.
FORT WAYNE, Ind. (WANE) — The Federal Bureau of Investigation is asking for
the public’s help with identifying those involved in the violence displayed at the
U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6.
Billboards were pushed out nationally Thursday night in hopes to receive tips
and identify individuals involved. Currently, there is a billboard in Fort Wayne
located on Jefferson Boulevard and Park Drive.
The billboard asks that if you have any information you can report
fbi.gov/USCapitol or call 1-800-CALL-FBI.
“Like FBI field offices across the county, FBI Indianapolis is receiving tips
regarding Hoosiers who may have been at the Capitol building in Washington, DC
Jan. 6. Any subjects that are arrested/indicted will be prosecuted by the United
States Attorney’s Office in Washington, D.C.”
https://www.wane.com/news/fbi-post-digital-billboards-to-help-find-thoseinvolved-in-capitol-riots/
Liberal Media Completely Silent As ANTIFA And Black Lives Matter Celebrate
‘Day One’ Of Biden-Harris Administration With Domestic Terror-- Antifa in Seattle
and Portland Smash Property, Oppose Biden! & Tell Police: ‘We Are
Ungovernable’
Far-left activists vandalized buildings and clashed with police in the Pacific
Northwest on Jan. 20, voicing their opposition to the government, law
enforcement, and the freshly sworn-in President Joe Biden, with some carrying
signs reading, “We are ungovernable.”

In Portland, black-clad activists with their faces covered broke windows and the
glass door at the Democratic Party of Oregon business office, spray-painting an
anarchist symbol over the party sign, video posted on social media showed.
“We don’t want Biden. We want revenge for police murders, imperialist wars, and
fascist massacres,” read a banner they marched under, while others carried a
banner saying, “We are not governable,” which was dotted with anarchy symbols.
++ Liberals are not against domestic terrorism on American streets, in fact, they
are very much for it, just as long as it is their people the ones who are doing the
damage and setting things on fire. All this pretend outrage over the events of
January 6th, something they labelled 'worse than Pearl Harbor', and here they are
on Day One of the Biden Reich, covering for ANTIFA and Black Lives Matter as
usual. America is at war, civil war, a proxy war being waged right by the people
who run the fake news media, Twitter, Facebook and all the rest, and they are
using ANTIFA and Black Lives Matter to do it.
ANTIFA and Black
Lives Matter
protesters joined
forces in Seattle to
block traffic in the
downtown area. A
video shows the
protesters setting a
large fire in close
proximity to several
commuter buses.
Vice President
Kamala Harris famously told the world back in June of 2020 that the ‘riots will not
stop, nor should they stop, even after the election’, and true to her word ANTIFA
and Black Lives Matter joined forces as she and Creepy Joe were being sworn in
to cause chaos and damage in Seattle. And what did the Liberal fake news media
have to say about this egregious outburst of obvious domestic terrorism? Not a
word.
WATCH: ANTIFA Blocks Streets, Sets Fire in Seattle Inauguration Day Protest
FROM BREITBART NEWS: A group of BLM and Antifa posters shut down traffic in
downtown Seattle on Wednesday night following the inauguration of President
Joe Biden. The KOMO video tweeted by @The_Justice7 shows multiple cars and
buses stopped by the protesters as they set a large banner ablaze.
— Now The End Begins (@NowTheEndBegins) January 21, 2021
American flags are burned on the streets of Seattle as part of tonight’s J20 Direct
Action #Seattle #SeattleProtests #J20 pic.twitter.com/DTL9CzEHnF
— Brendan Gutenschwager (@BGOnTheScene) January 21, 2021
“No cops, no prisons, total abolition!” Antifa march through Seattle tonight for an
Inauguration Day J20 demonstration #Seattle #SeattleProtests #J20
pic.twitter.com/zGit8Uqmkn
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/liberal-fake-news-media-silent-as-antifablack-lives-matter-riots-day-one-biden-harris-administration-domestic-terrorism/

Right on Cue: Antifa in Seattle and Portland Smash Property, Oppose Biden,
Police: ‘We Are Ungovernable’
Biden to ‘Immediately’ Sends Congress a Bill That Would Offer Citizenship to 11
Million Illegals
++ President Joe Biden immediately broke the law and committed an impeachable
offense by ordering a 100-day halt to deportations of illegal aliens, which both
exceeds his authority and of the United States require the deportation of most
illegal immigrants. Biden's authoritarian nullification of these laws is overtly
unconstitutional. President Joe Biden committed a felony (High Crime) by
violating US anti-harboring laws, which were recently upheld by the US Supreme
Court in May of 2020. US anti-harboring laws state it is a felony
to...“...encourag[e] or induc[e] an alien to come to, enter, or reside in the United
States, knowing or in reckless disregard of the fact that such coming to, entry, or
residence is or will be in violation of law.” Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton
announced yesterday that the state of Texas will sue to stop Biden
Administration over its “illegal deportation freeze.” In a letter to the Department
of Homeland Security, Paxton called President Biden's order an “illegal,
unconscionable deportation freeze.”
Large Disease Infested, Illegal Alien Caravan Headed Toward US, Urges Biden
Admin To "Honor Its Commitments" and creepy joe can’t wait to do so
Bidens Executive Order: “Release Them All, Immediately” Every single illegal
alien in ICE and Border Patrol detention who is not suspected of committing a
felony or violent crime is being released this weekend. Any “non-violent” illegal
alien that Border Patrol catches moving forward will be immediately released as
well.
Joe Biden promised to halt all deportations for 100 days after taking office, and
he is doing just that.
Border Patrol and ICE received a memo from the White House this week with a
simple message: “Release them all, immediately.”
There is chaos right now in the southern border states. Thousands of illegal
aliens are just being released into society and the illegals caught crossing the
border are just being waved in…
Biden Releases Illegal Alien Prisoners on America!!!
Warning all ALIPAC Activists: Please take steps to protect yourselves, and your
families as Biden has ordered ICE to freeze all deportations and to release all
illegal aliens from ICE detention facilities creating a clear and present danger for
all Americans. (View Details Here).
Many of the illegals being released have broader criminal records, and some are
expected to join their political allies in the streets like BLM & ANTIFA. They are
being shown they can break our laws, and the Democrats will cover for them. You
never know when you or someone you love may come in contact with these
released prisoners. Get your guard up!
ALIPAC was the first national organization to 1. Launch our activists to make calls

against Amnesty 2021 last week and 2. To call for the impeachment of Joe Biden for
committing felonies during his first 24 hours in office.
LET THERE BE BLOODSHED: Baby Butchers Biden And Fauci Team Up To
Revoke Policy Protecting The Unborn To Create Massive International US
Taxpayer-Funded Abortion Scheme
Fauci announced Biden had signed a letter reversing former President Donald
Trump’s decision to withdraw from and stop funding the World Health
Organization (W.H.O.) – a supporter of global abortion rights. National
Review reported Fauci announced to the W.H.O. that Biden “will be revoking the
Mexico City Policy in the coming days,” thereby allowing U.S. taxpayer money to
fund abortions overseas.
President Joe Biden, who says his ‘strong Catholic faith’ is what drives him, has
just consulted with Anthony Fauci, with the takeaway being it’s time to radically
and rapidly expand the US taxpayer-funded killing machine that is legalized
abortion. Evidentially, the murderous holocaust of 3,200 babies per day, most of
them black, here in America is not nearly enough, so they are taking their show
on the road, and bringing the blessing of abortion overseas.
“Wherefore, O harlot, hear the word of the LORD: Thus saith the Lord GOD;
Because thy filthiness was poured out, and thy nakedness discovered through
thy whoredoms with thy lovers, and with all the idols of thy abominations, and by
the blood of thy children, which thou didst give unto them;” Ezekiel 16:35,36
(KJB)
This is the ‘new America’, that every news outlet across the land is celebrating
today, but in reality America in 2021 is a corrupt and bankrupt society that glories
in the murder of its own children,
and is ripe for the judgment of
Almighty God. With Joe Biden and
the demonic horde that is the
Democratic Party, this just might be
the year America gets aborted.
Welcome to the ‘strong Catholic
faith’ of the new America’s new
president, only one day old and
already dripping in
innocent blood. Even
so, come, Lord Jesus.
THE NEGRO
PROJECT: FAR LEFT
LIBERALS ARE
SILENT AS IT’S
SHOWN THE #1
KILLER OF BLACKS IN
AMERICA IS PLANNED
PARENTHOOD AND
THEIR RACIST

AGENDA
<< GREAT RESET BLOCKBUSTER: ANTHONY FAUCI, GEORGE SOROS, BILL
GATES SR. AND DAVID ROCKEFELLER TOGETHER AT CARNEGIE MEDAL OF
PHILANTHROPY AWARDS TWO MONTHS AFTER 9/11
Biden’s base, which includes Planned Parenthood and other members of the
abortion lobby, created a “Blueprint for Sexual and Reproductive Health, Rights
and Justice” in which the abortion rights activists spelled out their demands that
Biden immediately undo ANY pro-life policies in place, which he is gladly doing.
In December, Planned Parenthood CEO Alexis McGill Johnson told Newsweek the
abortion vendor is “ready to hit the ground running day one” with an executive
order after the inauguration that showcases the Biden administration’s
commitment to abortion on demand.
She said what is most important to abortion activists is that Biden appoint “key
personnel” who will ensure their agenda is achieved.
“We know that personnel is policy,” Johnson said. “So, we’re making sure that
those positions are filled with sexual and reproductive health champions.”
Among its other demands, the abortion lobby expects Biden to work to codify in
the Constitution the 1973 Supreme Court decision in Roe v. Wade, which created
a right to abortion, in order to block states from passing pro-life laws that, proabortion activists claim, “violate” the ruling. READ MORE
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/fauci-biden-revoke-trump-mexico-city-policyto-create-international-us-taxpayer-funded-abortion/
Biden was sworn in as Vice
President under Obama on
Washington, D.C., Jan. 20, 2009 with
his hand placed on his Catholic
Jesuit bible with two upside down
crosses clearly seen!!!
You can click the photo at this link
and it expands:
https://www.acclaimimages.com/_g
allery/_pages/0420-0904-15102822.html
This is the one from today and the
got the same Bible right side up this time:
https://www.toriexpress.com/2021/01/20/joe-biden-becomes-americas-46thpresident-as-he-is-sworn-today-photos/
I mean that would be so over the top to get sworn on a Bible with inverted
crosses, but he did this in 2009, but it must of went mostly unnoticed at the time.

From:
Robert
Sent:
Wednesd
ay,
January
20, 2021
5:29 PM
Subject:
Insane
Lady
GaGa
Inauguration Hunger Games
Comparison—They Are
Telling You What They Are
Planning!

So murderers and God Haters
look down from Heaven?

+2+ 12,400 People in Israel Tested Positive for Coronavirus AFTER Being Injected
with the Experimental Pfizer COVID Shot!!!
Over 12,400 Israeli residents have tested positive for COVID-19 after being
vaccinated, among them 69 people who had already gotten the second dose,
which began to be administered early last week, the Health Ministry reported.
This amounts to 6.6 percent of the 189,000 vaccinated people who took
coronavirus tests after being vaccinated.
From: Contact Us Form Submission
Sent: Saturday, January 23, 2021

NAME M
EMAIL md…@...
SUBJECT Listener/Hospital Nurse Comment: Shocking Testimony on the Covid
Kill Shot
YOUR MESSAGE Dr Johnson I am a long time listener and I just want to say god
bless you and thank you for what you do…I am a nurse in an emergency setting.
As soon as the covid vaccine was rolled out, upper management starting bullying
everyone to get it. They would say do it for your family, your patients and your
coworkers ..... nurses would proudly display there covid vaccination cards on
Facebook. And everyone would congratulate them for “doing their part”. Out of a
100 nurse department only me and one other nurse declined the vaccine. The
ones that were on the fence were bullied by managers and just got the shot. Even
when some of them got covid after the vaccine they would say “the vaccine
probably just didn’t have time to work“. Well it really hit home for me last night.
I took care of a 30 year old nurse who was perfectly healthy ... within 19 minutes
of getting the covid shot she started feeling sick. She went home and the next 24
hours experienced violent muscle tremors. When she came to the ER the next
day her arms and legs were completely flaccid. With tears streaming down her
face she asked me will this go away? Why did this happen to me? I was perfectly
healthy. But the biggest shock of all of this is the consulting Neuro MD, said she
was probably faking it and developing Gillian Barre Syndrome (after a vaccine)
takes weeks to develop..... I looked at him and said you think she is faking being
flaccid? He said yes people are crazy. I couldn’t believe what I was hearing.... as I
gave her a special call bell that can be pressed using her chin since her hands
were flaccid, and seeing how this nurses life is completely destroyed, and the
vaccine company will get away with it. Even the ER MD was saying no one gets
completely flaccid within 2 days of a vaccine!! They are all devils. As I called the
patients husband and placed the phone on her chest I told her I am so sorry this
happened to you. She said thank you. It was
gut wrenching to see this first hand. I will
never take the kill shot. I trust in the lord and
my god given immune system. Thank you
again for all you do !!!!!
From: Patricia
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 9:12 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Comment From a Nurse About the
Post Above
That is the most evil thing I have ever heard.
It is straight up a lie to, there are multiple
examples (before any Covid Vaccine came
out) of someone having a reaction to the
vaccine immediately. The seizure that
happened after I had the MMR vaccine
happened so soon after the vaccine, I
obviously made the connection between the

vaccine and the seizure.
Another Covid Vaccine Horror Story--Mike's Sister Took The Shot, And She Is
Now Bed Ridden!
Play from 3:58 to end: https://www.brighteon.com/1b820f2b-3c53-45da-923fdfdaa6956d99
Red Alert--Covid Test Warning--Morgellons Fibers
Isolated!!!
When examined the Covid test swab fibers are moving
on their own (this just broke and this video is almost
impossible to find already):
https://www.bitchute.com/video/vIhylSt7McYy/ <<these
are most likely the same as the Morgellons fibers. Here
is a presentation from in 2017 where a German
researcher where he lets you get a really good look at
these fibers moving on their own, in other words they
are alive, and that is what is in the Covid-19 swabs (at
least some of them); see this video and these fibers
are from Chemtrails settling on a tomato plant:
https://youtu.be/USsHBGJeN_I?t=58 <<Same concept
as above.
Rense - Morgellons And Psychotronic Mass Mind
Control
-----Original Message----From: JM
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 12:54 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment and Picture: Are the Nasal Swab Tests Causing These
Horrific Black Blisters?
A friend I’ve known since junior high posted the attached picture on Facebook.
She was tested for an autoimmune disease causing blisters which was negative.
Besides looking horrific she says they’re extremely painful. I asked her if she was
recently tested or vaccinated. Said she had nasal test a month ago. Have you
seen anything like this?
William Bo
2et1Sponsoreedhng ·

People Injured by the
Covid Vaccine That Have
Skin Peeling That Is Similar
To Reptiles Shedding Their
Skin Like Snakes
Colette Elle Yes .... I saw a
physician post on
Facebook today about her
friend who got the vaccine
and got Steven Johnson
syndrome from it. The skin
on her body is peeling from
head to toe, it’s also
affected her eyes and she
may go blind.
The risk is very real, and
you will see more of it as
more people get
vaccinated.
It is listed as a possible
side effect of this vaccine.
From: Patricia
Sent: Sunday, January 24,
2021
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Re: Listener
Comment: Some of my
coworkers are calling out
sick because of vaccine
reactions--The call outs
started with the second dose.
I spoke to the coworker who had the worst reaction this weekend. She knows
the pain that feels like her arm is falling off was the vaccine. That being said, she
has decided her illness that forced her to call out was due to some bad
avocados in a salad she bought at Wendy's. She did have GI symptoms but she
was running a FEVER and had other strange symptoms as well. Anyway, I felt
awful for her, defending the vaccine like that.
Comment: It is an evil spirit connected to the shot and all the brainwashing that
blinds them.
Baseball legend Hank Aaron dies two weeks after receiving coronavirus vaccine
during publicity stunt
Saturday, January 23, 2021 by: Ethan Huff
(Natural News) On Jan. 5, Major League Baseball (BLM) legend and Hall of Famer
Henry Louis “Hank” Aaron publicly took a Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19)

vaccine during a stunt aimed at persuading more African-Americans to get
injected. A little more than two weeks later, Aaron died right on cue.
The reason this writer says “on cue” is because there is now a clear and
undeniable pattern of elderly people – Aaron was 86 years old when he died –
passing away roughly two weeks after getting injected with Covid kill shot.
Aaron was among the first major figures to be injected as part of the Donald
Trump-launched “Operation Warp Speed” program for fast-tracked mass
vaccination against the WuFlu. Aaron had previously told the media that he was
excited about getting jabbed.
“It makes me feel wonderful,” Aaron told the Associated Press (AP) right before
getting the kill shot. “I don’t have any qualms about it at all … I feel quite proud of
myself for doing something like this … It’s just a small thing that can help zillions
of people in this country.”
The Atlanta Braves legend and one-time home run king’s official cause of death
has not yet been reported by the mainstream media, which is presumably
working overtime to scrub from existence all evidence that the guy was recently
injected with gene editing messenger RNA (mRNA) chemicals at warp speed.
If you choose to get vaccinated for coronavirus, you’re asking to die.
While wearing his face mask incorrectly on camera, Aaron wanted his injection
broadcasted to the world in order to encourage more folks, especially black folks,
to get vaccinated.
Interestingly, California halted its statewide Moderna vaccine injection program
after a “disturbing number” of serious adverse reactions were observed. Just
days later, the Moderna vaccination drive was quickly resumed.
Civil rights leader Andrew Young and former U.S. Health and Human Services
(HHS) secretary Louis Sullivan were both vaccinated with the Moderna jab
alongside Aaron at the Morehouse facility.
Many black people across the nation are choosing to forego Wuhan coronavirus
(COVID-19) vaccination because they keenly recall the Tuskegee experiment of
the 1930s and other eugenics programs that have been utilized throughout
history to try to exterminate “people of color.”
“The federal government essentially lied to Black people for decades – telling
them they were getting free health care, when in fact they received horrifically
improper care so the U.S. Public Health Service could secretly study the effects
of syphilis when untreated,” revealed TMZ about the Tuskegee experiment.
Nothing has changed, of course, except for the fact that today’s eugenics
programs are aimed at pretty much everyone, light-skinned people included.
The AP conducted a survey back in December showing that upwards of 40
percent of black people will not be getting a China virus vaccine. Hopefully after
seeing Aaron die and connecting the dots, many more will say no to the poison
needles and embrace natural remedies as a safe and effective alternative.
Another pointed out that Aaron’s death serves as more ammunition for
Americans to reject any attempt at making Wuhan vaccines mandatory in order to
buy, sell and travel. In December, VOX reported on the launch of a global
campaign using influencers and celebrities to help overcome “vaccine

hesitancy,” stating that it “will be unprecedented” and many institutions will have
a role, including government and public health authorities.
However, health officials continue to encounter pushback, including from
healthcare workers.
T.D. Fakes/Jakes Hosts Conversation with COVID-19 Vaccine
Scientists/Luciferians Dr. Anthony Fauci Among Featured “Experts” To Get as
many of his Flock (Especially Black People!!!) to Get the Kill Shot
Jan 21, 2021--DALLAS, Jan. 21, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Approximately 40% of
Americans say they will not take the COVID-19 vaccine, with many expressing
concerns about possible side effects.
In an effort to better inform and enlighten the public about the COVID-19 kill shot
vaccine, global spiritual leader Bishop T.D. Jakes has brought together several of
the world's leading coronavirus experts, including Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation's
top infectious disease official, for a panel discussion titled Conversations with
America: Understanding the COVID-19 Vaccine.
Conversations with America is a semi-regular, data-driven forum developed by
Jakes to help Americans navigate difficult discussions. In addition to Fauci, other
panelists will include:
 Dr. Kizzmekia Corbett, a viral immunologist and lead scientist on the
coronavirus research team at the National Institute of Infectious and
Allergic Disease's Vaccine Research Center. Corbett leads the team of
scientists behind the Moderna Inc. COVID-19 vaccine.
 Dr. Onyema Ogbuagu, an infectious disease specialist, associate professor
at Yale School of Medicine and principal investigator of the Pfizer COVID-19
trial at the Yale Center for Clinical Investigation
Comment: Obviously there is no satanic bias here with any of these devils!!!
TD Jakes Exposed!!!
Jakes patronizes and clearly finds himself among the celebrities of the
Charismatic camps. A full-color advertisement on the inside cover of the January
Charisma announced that Jakes would appear at the August “Victory Word
Explosion” in Tulsa, Oklahoma with Benny Hinn, Richard Roberts, Rod Parsley,
Joyce Meyer and Jerry Savelle. With this roster, it might better be called “Heresy
Explosion.”
... The Dallas Observer goes on to report: “He says he is not embarrassed by this,
even though his extravagant lifestyle has caused controversy in his hometown
that will likely follow him to Dallas. His suits are tailored. He drives a brand new
Mercedes. Both he and his wife Serita are routinely decked out in stunning
jewelry. His West Virginia residence — two homes side by side — includes an
indoor swimming pool and a bowling alley. These homes particularly caused the
ire of the local folks. One paper wrote at length about the purchase and made
much of their unusual features. A columnist dubbed Jakes ‘a huckster.’”
Yet, what is most disturbing about Jakes’ prosperity is not the wealth itself, but
his false teaching about Jesus to justify his fortune. The Dallas Observer shares
further:

“Besides, Jakes says — during an interview and in his sermons — Jesus was a
rich man. He had to have been, in order to have supported his disciples and their
families during his ministry.”
To add to his false and mythical Christ, Jakes brazenly says:
“The myth of the poor Jesus needs to be destroyed, because it’s holding people
back.”
Jakes obviously perverts the true biblical picture of Jesus in an effort to advocate
his own lifestyle.
http://www.isitso.org/guide/whoiswhoitom.html#jake
Lest we forget: Obama Draws Praise From T.D. Jakes/Fakes & Many Other
Hirelings
1-20-2009--Bishop Charles E. Blake Sr., of Los Angeles, drew murmurs and chuckles
when he blessed the Obamas and asked that "they may finish these two terms in
office" stronger than they are now. Obama, of course, would have to win re-election
in 2012 to serve a second term. The Rev. Joel Hunter of Longwood, Fla., offered a
blessing to "Barack Hussein Obama." The sermon was by prominent Dallas minister
T.D. Jakes. Borrowing an Obama campaign slogan, he told the president-elect
that he will face many critics, "but you are all fired up, sir, and you're ready to
go." The nation and God will go with him, too, Jakes said.
https://www.denverpost.com/2009/01/20/obamas-day-starts-with-church-coffeewith-bush/
Back in 2008: Soulforce To Bring ‘Gay Agenda’ To Six Mega-Churches The
Potter’s House (Which is T.D. Jakes Church) Was One of them
By Dr. Scott Johnson | February 10, 2008--A gay coalition of groups led by
Soulforce is targeting six U.S. mega-churches in an effort to foster dialogue about
Christian views on homosexuality. “Reverend” Mel White is a homosexual
activist, Ghostwriter of many “Christian” books (& Cofounder of Soulforce) &
lives with his male lover, Gary Nixon, in Dallas, Texas. This spring, members
Soulforce and its allies will visit six well-known churches throughout the nation.
Dubbed as ‘The American Family Outing,’ the campaign targets the following
churches: Lakewood Church (pastored by Joel Osteen), The Potter’s House (T.D.
Jakes), Hope Christian Church (Harry Jackson), New Birth Missionary Baptist
Church (Eddie Long), Willow Creek Community Church (Bill Hybels), and
Saddleback Church (Rick Warren). According to the Soulforce website, ‘lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender people’ and their families will attempt to visit with
members, pastors, and leaders of the churches to talk about religious views on
homosexuality. Their objective? ‘To begin a process of changing hearts and
minds’ in those churches, says a document outlining the campaign, and ‘to
educate the national public through the media on the issues of faith, family, and
sexuality.’ The website explains that a delegation of ‘families’ including adults
and children will visit each of the six churches. The Soulforce Mission Statement
says: The mission of Soulforce is to cut off homophobia at its source — religious
bigotry.

Report BIDEN GIVES UP ALREADY…JUST IN – President Biden now says "there
is nothing we can do to change the trajectory of the pandemic in next several
months."
pic.twitter.com/XilB4xPe3E — Disclose.tv (@disclosetv) January 22, 2021
From: Mike
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 3:42 AM
Subject: The Q Lies Just keep Pouring In--Many Still Falling for it Even After
Trump is Gone!!! But Will This Eventually Bring us to Gesara / Nesara ?
Comment: I Received this 2 days before Biden Was Sworn In:
The report below from a trusted friend of 12 yrs, now retired, who spent 45 yrs in Wash
DC and knows the cell phones of many Pentagon level Generals and other insiders
now in the White House. She told me this message below came from a very trusted
Military friend source.
As this is a very “fluid situation”, There is probably some specific info below that will
not come to fruition, but remember GOD IS STILL IN CONTROL !!!
===========================================
“Direct from the Military”:
According to the latest schedule, everything will be exposed sometime between
Sunday afternoon and Monday night [ Jan 18]. The timer has been set for those two
particular days. During that time, the EBS (Emergency Broadcast System) will be
activated. POTUS will send out a msg: “My Fellow Americans, the storm is upon
us.”
There will be 7 presidential text messages sent from directly. The first is The Storm is
upon us. That puts us under full global martial law. Via the EBS, on authorized devices,
there will be an 8 hour video played 3 times a day for 10 days straight with video
confessions of high profile elite individuals being exposed for their crimes
against humanity at their military tribunals.
While the movie is being played, 500,000 plus people will be taken down worldwide.
This repeating movie will be extremely painful for most of us because it involves people
we thought we could trust committing unthinkable crimes. We understand that no one
will be allowed to leave their residence until completion.
During this moment in history, we will transition to Gesara / Nesara. [ Google this ]
There will be full rewiring of planet earth. It is our understanding that media and
internet will be shut down. This is not a transition from Trump to Biden. It is a
transition that POTUS in conjunction with the military have composed restoring things
back to the USA republic and constitutional law. Now you know why General Flynn
was pardoned (key asset to this entire process). We are preparing for a brand future
where humanity is free from the constraints of former powers.
There will finally be a world free of division amongst the people. Everyone must
understand this is serious so please have enough food, water, batteries and
necessities for the duration of ten days. It is better to be safe than sorry. You are
receiving this message to give you ample time to prepare for what is coming in the next
few days.
Scott Johnson Response:

Mike: I just hope you realize what Gesara/Nesara is. I have known and been
talking about Nesara for probably about 20 years (see the attachment), way
before my ministry started back in 2005. It is when the supposed ‘ascended
masters’ come to take over and usher us into the New World order. Yes it will be
presented like cotton candy wonderful, but on the other side it is to lead us into
the rule of the antichrist and false prophet.
Here are two studies where I cover Nesara:
Emergency Health Alerts-3-30-20-Part 2
By Dr. Scott Johnson | March 31, 2020
Satan’s Agenda for Disclosure – First Contact – Part 4
By Dr. Scott Johnson | August 22, 2011
Previous Teachings on Q , The False Prophets of Trump, Nesara / Gesara
War With The International Banking Cartel? Or NESARA?
Play to 4:02: https://banned.video/watch?id=5e80fc82797aad00b0798b4e
++Scott Johnson’s Previous Comment: I can also see how this NESARA
implementation (with Trump being the one who brings it to America & and world)
could be a total fulfillment of all the “Q” predictions not to mention “Rabbi”
Jonathan Cahn and Mark Taylor (which would hook all the Christians blindly
following these false prophets).
Regarding all the “Q” info which has been predicting (for about 4 years now);
Trump is going to come to the rescue any second and the world will be saved,
which I have proven to be patently false by documenting a slew of the earliest Q
predictions that have not come to pass, see below:
End Time Current Events-5-20-19-Part 2
By Dr. Scott Johnson
Table of Contents:
 Canada forcing parents to promote transgenderism to children.
 The dangers of political correctness
 There are many Jihad training camps in the USA
 Hunger Games movie discussed–One thing more effective than fear to
control the masses is false hope
 Q Anon – The Plan to Fool the World!
 Here Are Loads of QAnon Predictions That Have Failed to Come True
 America Will Lose The Trade War Because That Is What Globalists Want To
Happen
 It’s time for the Patriot Movement to wake up to the truth about Trump’s
foreign policy
And
End Time Current Events-8-12-19-Part 2
By Dr. Scott Johnson | August 12, 2019
Table of Contents:
 Ted & Austin Radio Show Highlights for August 6, 2019–Show Highlights:
Is Donald Trump really for gun rights? Are you willing to bet your life on
it?–Are the red flag gun laws really going to be federally enacted? Ivanka








Trump is demanding it! Quick question: who elected her?–Ted explains
who really is running the show!
False Prophet Mark Taylor Exposed!!!!–The Lying Fireman: The Trump
Prophecies
David Wilkerson vs Mark Taylor – One is a False Prophet
Mark Taylor Prophecy Update (08/01/2019) — TRUMP’S PLAN IS STAND
STILL Sounds just like The Q Movement!!! Mark Taylor Latest (August 02,
2019) — TRUST THE PLAN, IN GOD WE TRUST
Sky Watch TV / Tom Horn Selling “Prophet” Mark Taylors: “The Trump
Prophecies: Updated & Expanded Offer!”
Bible Verses on False Prophets & Exposing the Wicked

And
End Time Current Events-9-2-19-Part 4
By Dr. Scott Johnson | September 3, 2019
Table of Contents:
 Apostle/Pastor Paula White – Her Perverse Life, Scandals, Lawsuits, &
Struggles
 Evangelical Leader Jerry Falwell Jr is totally cool with Trump’s Playboy
Magazine Cover Picture
 To Those Who Still Think Donald Trump Is a Christian
 Hear Rabbi Jonathan Cahn’s False Evil Lying Prophetic Word to President
Trump at His House (Mar A Lago)
 JONATHAN “Con Job” CAHN’S FALSE PROPHETIC WORD TO PRESIDENT
TRUMP
 Why Heretic Jonathan Cahn, His Mysteries, Keys and Revelations Must Be
Exposed
 The Masonic History of George Washington
 Some False Prophecies of Rabbi Jonathan Cahn
 Devil Rabbi Jonathan Cahn Exposed As A False Teacher
 The Book of Trump (Chapter 1 – The Chosen One)
 Donald Trump Prematurely Pardons Convicted Remorseless Israeli Drug
Dealer
Comment: Right on cue this just broke today, so many reports like this:
The Q Lies Just Keep coming!!!: "Trump Will Be Sworn In The 19th President of
Restored Republic!" Latest Lin Wood Epic Interview! Plus NESARA / GESARA
Comment: Lin Wood is nothing more than a very subtle mouthpiece of Satan!!!
Saturday, January 23, 2021--AFTER YOU WATCH THIS SHOCKING VIDEO, LOOK
BELOW HERE FOR MORE AWESOME, LATE-BREAKING VIDEOS! There is SO
MUCH that is covered and clarified in this EPIC Lin Wood interview, I can hardly
contain myself, Patriots! Lin covers a WHIRLWIND of FANTASTIC information in
this awesome video, such as ‘Is Biden REALLY the President?‘ and ‘NESARA /
GESARA‘, the ‘Re-birth of the United States of the Republic, of which Trump will
be sworn in as the 19th President‘ and SO MUCH MORE – you do NOT want to
mioss this AMAZINGLY DELICIOUS segment!
Play from 22:00 to 23:42:

https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2021/01/trump-will-be-sworn-in-the-19thpresident-of-restored-republic-ncswic-must-see-latest-lin-wood-epic-interviewplus-nesara-gesara-3224137.html
+3+ Trump's True Traitorous Legacy - Zionists and Q Exposed Once Again
Play from 4:51 to 26:03: https://brandnewtube.com/watch/trump-039-s-truelegacy_pyFgDRq6LcuHY6B.html
From: Ian 7 Alpha Omega
Sent: Saturday, January 23, 2021 5:08 AM
Subject: Deceiver Simon Parkes Update
Hey Scott, so about a day after your audio release last, Simon Parkes was getting
full exposure and everyone was finding out about the sex with aliens and other
stuff. Praise Jesus his cover was blown, but? The day of the inauguration Simon
Parkes received comments on his videos was 99.9% saying "You lied to us", "You
fraud" and "You've destroyed our hope" and also he lost thousands of
subscribers. Keep in mind the majority of his subscribers are QAnon and Trump
supporters. So Simon Parkes released a video saying surprise, surprise "The
plan is delayed" and Trump is going to be inaugurated as president on March 4th
and Simon also gave a pile of reasons why "the plan" didn't go ahead and
everyone just jumped straight back on board with him and his subscribers have
gone back up with everyone apologizing to him.
QAnon and Antifa are all about the same thing Lies, REBELLION, Lawlessness,
witchcraft etc.
Alex Jones Attacks Q but wants to act like he was not pushing essentially the
same Trump Train Psyop that Q was pushing for 4 years, and is hoping you will
forget the last 4 years of him pointing to Trump as our greatest hope, while he let
Trump off the hook over and over when he did overt evil (especially in the last
two years of his presidency)!!!! You can’t have it both ways Jones!!!
https://www.infowars.com/posts/final-q-drop-emergency-message-to-q-anonsupporters/
Mike Adams Takes a Different Tact Than Alex Jones, Choosing to Defend All
Those Putting Out the Q Psyop Lies for the last 4 years!!!--So instead of
apologizing for deceiving his followers about Trump for the last 4 years, Mike
Adams essentially defends all the “Trust the Plan”, 5D Chess, Trump lies put out
by the CIA controlled Q promoters/pushers which have been nothing more than a
deceiving mouthpieces of Satan, which Adams claims: “They all operated with
good faith”
Mike Adams says in the report below: “Many patriots lashed out against
podcasters and independent media outlets who have been operating in good faith
to cover pathways of overturning the fraud. Sadly, attacks were aimed at SGT
Report, X22 Report, RedPill78, Lin Wood, Scott McKay, Scott Kesterson and others.
None of those people deserve such attacks. They all operated with good faith and
repeatedly explained that events may not occur on our desired timeline.”

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-01-21-situation-update-jan-21-astonishing-case-foroptimism-and-faith.html
Scott Johnson’s Comment: I cannot let these unrepentant deceivers off the hook.
If they just admitted they were wrong I would have mercy on them, but since they
are practicing to further deceive I am going to expose them (see the bible verses
under the green highlighted text):
So instead of apologizing for deceiving his followers about Trump for the last 4
years, Mike Adams essentially defends all the “Trust the Plan”, 5D Chess, Trump
lies put out by the CIA controlled Q promoters/pushers (in particular he
mentioned SGT Report, X22 Report, which have been nothing more than
deceiving, mouthpieces of Satan, which Adams claims: “They all operated with
good faith”) But the Bible clearly states: Proverbs 17:15: "He that justifieth the
wicked, and he that condemneth the just, even they both are abomination to the
LORD."; you see like Alex Jones, Mike wants to act like he was not part of putting
out all the myriad of lies about Trump (Mike very rarely holding Trumps feet to the
fire about anything for the last 4 years) so knowing he is guilty, instead of
admitting that he was totally wrong, he cleverly maneuverers himself to defend
these devils that put out all the Q garbage for 4 years--and some still are! saying
that Trump was our savoir and will save the day eventually. By doing this he is
hoping you will not remember that he did essentially the same thing for the last 4
years (albeit not quite so bold as the Q psyop) but nevertheless deceiving
hundreds of thousands of his followers into thinking Trump was going to save
and win the day, and that Trump is righteous, and is doing the best he can. It is
almost like him and Jones are trying to rebrand themselves into getting their
listeners to believe they did not push the same Q psyop garbage that Mike was
essentially pushing. He writes like he believes we are to just ignore all their (and
his) deceptions for the last 4 years and give them a pat on the head and act like
nothing ever happened, as according to Mike (who writes like he knows
everyone’s hearts and intentions) “None of those people deserve such attacks.
They all operated with good faith”. Only God knows our hearts!! His “timeline”
defense is also laughable as there were so many predictions by the Q psyop that
never came to pass and some are close to 4 years old. In fact I can’t think of a
single one that ever came to pass, but even if some did, a 99+% fail rate is
nothing to try to defend!!
Romans 16: 17&18: "Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause
divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid
them. For they that are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly;
and by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple."
II Timothy 4:14-15: Alexander the coppersmith did me much evil: the Lord reward
him according to his works: Of whom be thou ware also; for he hath greatly
withstood our words.
Titus 1:9-14: "Holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught, that he may
be able by sound doctrine both to exhort and to convince the gainsayers. For
there are many unruly and vain talkers and deceivers, specially they of the
circumcision: Whose mouths must be stopped, who subvert whole houses,
teaching things which they ought not, for filthy lucre's sake. One of themselves,

even a prophet of their own, said, The Cretians are alway liars, evil beasts, slow
bellies. This witness is true. Wherefore rebuke them sharply, that they may be
sound in the faith; "Not giving heed to Jewish fables, and commandments of
men, that turn from the truth."
FALSE Trump Prophecies! Oops!! Mark Taylor - Paula White - Kenneth Copeland - Sid Roth - Q & so many more EXPOSED!!
Play to 15:46: (& look at what is over Mark Taylor left should at the 12:20 mark!!!):
https://youtu.be/wahJSouIu2I?t=37
1Ki 22:22 And the LORD said unto him, Wherewith? And he said, I will go forth, and I
will be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his prophets. And he said, Thou shalt
persuade him, and prevail also: go forth, and do so.
1Ki 22:23 Now therefore, behold, the LORD hath put a lying spirit in the mouth of all
these thy prophets, and the LORD hath spoken evil concerning thee.
2Ch 18:21 And he said, I will go out, and be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his
prophets. And the LORD said, Thou shalt entice him, and thou shalt also prevail: go out,
and do even so.
2Ch 18:22 Now therefore, behold, the LORD hath put a lying spirit in the mouth of these
thy prophets, and the LORD hath spoken evil against thee.
From: Ian 7 Alpha Omega
Sent: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 2:01 PM
Subject: Listener Comment: Pastor Dana Coverstone False Prophecies
Hey Scott, remember the warning video about Pastor Dana Coverstone you put
out?. Well it's verified by his own lips now!, he did not hear from God. Not sure if
you got time to watch the whole video, but watch what he says at 12:00 mins in to
video. Do you think he will stick to his own words?, because we are certainly at
December the 1st and what he said would happen has not!. He also talks about
Trump as if he's a man of God and advertises the prayer rallies with Johnathan
"Con Job" Kahn and that Graham devil as if it is Holy and righteous.
Pastor Dana Coverstone shares his prophetic dreams from 6.22.20 about COVID19, The Election and . . – YouTube
Comments about this video read:
Bryce Amorosi 1 month ago
And nothing he said happened lol
Jacob Chapman 1 month ago there was another surge of COVID in November but
yes a lot of other things didn’t happen. He’s a false prophet
phoenix21studios 3 weeks ago
Why is this so hard for you all? He came out AFTER things happened in the
spring and told us he knew about it in (the previous) December but for whatever
reason didn’t record it, then what he predicted for Sept and Nov... did not happen.
Stop listening to this man.
Deuteronomy 18:22: When a prophet speaketh in the name of the LORD, if the
thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing which the LORD hath not
spoken.

